
  

presca impact report 2021      

We are Presca. Our calling is to lead the sports industry in creating positive climate and social impact 
through the creation of gear we love and use that stands the test of time.  Sharing and learning as we grow, 

making change and leaving things better than we found them, driven by our passion for the outdoors. 

 



Why measure our emissions? 
 
There is overwhelming scientific evidence that humans are responsible for a rapid warming of our climate, 
directly linked to the emission of greenhouse gases.  The bulk of these are released from the burning of 
fossil fuels. 
 
At the recent COP26 conference in Glasgow world leaders agreed that we need to do everything within 
our grasp to limit warming to 1.5O C above pre-industrial levels.    
 
We’re already seeing the effects of climate change, with carbon emissions from Siberian wildfires 
increasing 100-fold in 5 years, wildfires burning in California in winter, and climate and weather related 
disasters increasing 5 fold in 50 years. 
 
And we’re only at 1O C above pre-industrial levels.  Climate projections based on the pledges at COP26 
forecast a 2.4 O C rise. That will be catastrophic. 
 
It’s time to act now, and that needs to happen in every industry, at every level of society.  Governments 
and legislation alone will not address the problems.  Every business and every individual needs to take 
responsibility for their actions and make choices to actively reduce their impact.   
 
The first step in this journey is to measure emissions to get a detailed understanding of where the bulk of 
the emissions come from.  Then we can act to reduce emissions as far as possible, focussing on the lowest 
hanging fruit first.  Finally, we offset the rest of the emissions that we can’t get rid of.  Then at Presca 
we’re going a step further to become climate positive. 
 
Our commitment 

- We will calculate and report our emissions every year, both our owned (Scope 1 & 2) emissions, 
and those of our supply chain (Scope 3) 

- We commit to reducing our emissions wherever possible (see our target below) 
- We will offset the residual emissions (Scopes 1, 2 & 3) using an accredited offsetting scheme of 

the highest standard 
- We will investigate and invest in potential insetting schemes to reduce emissions within our supply 

chain 
- We will go beyond carbon neutral by investing in appropriate nature-based solutions to become 

climate positive 

 

Emissions reduction target 

As a young and rapidly growing company it is not realistic to adopt an absolute emissions target, for either 
our owned emissions or those of our supply chain, we are therefore setting intensity-based targets for 
reductions:  



 
- We are targeting an 80% reduction in our scope 1 & 2 emissions per £ revenue by 2025 

 
- Scope 3 emissions will be more challenging to implement, as described later in the report. 

Nevertheless, we aim to reduce our scope 3 emissions per garment by 45% by 2030, in line with 
the Sustainable Apparel Coalition targets. 

 
Definitions 
Unless you’re embedded in the world of climate science and carbon accounting it’s likely that you may not 
have heard of some of the terms used in this report.   Please refer to our climate acronyms blog for a 
general set of climate-related definitions.  For the purpose of this report we are discussing the following 
emissions: 

Scope 1 — This one covers emissions we control directly e.g. through burning gas in boilers we 
own to heat our buildings, or the fuel we buy and use to power cars and vans owned by the 
company.   

Scope 2 — These are the emissions we are responsible for but make indirectly, e.g. when we use 
heating or electricity in a building but aren’t in control of the boilers or power plants 

Scope 3 — Much wider bucket of emissions, this covers all of our supply chain emissions created 
in the manufacture and delivery of our clothing, and many of the other sources of emissions 
resulting from our day to day operations.  This includes: 

- Emissions embodied in our clothing 
- Emissions associated with things we buy to run the business (our “Capital” goods) 
- Shipping 
- Business Travel  
- Employee Commuting (otherwise known as “grey miles”) 
- Waste 
- Water 
- Data use 

Some argue that suppliers should be responsible for their own emissions but we disagree – if we 
weren’t creating and selling our products these emissions would never exist.  On the flip side 
others argue that we are responsible for every part of the supply chain emissions down to the way 
the machinists in a factory travel to work, and the concrete used in building that factory.   We 
have to draw a line somewhere so focus specifically on the clothing itself, what it’s made of, the 
energy used in its manufacture, and what it takes to get it to our customers.   

 
We calculate our emissions in units of CO2e.  This is a measure of all the CO2 produced during 
manufacture, as well as the warming effect of any other GreenHouse Gases (GHGs) produced during the 
manufacture, expressed in the amount of CO2 that would lead to the same amount of warming (CO2e = 
“CO2 equivalent). See our Climate Acronyms and Climate Positivity blogs for movre detail. 



 
 
2021 Emissions data 
 
The results of our emissions calculations for 2021 are shown in the following tables.  The methodology for 
this calculation is included in Annex 1. 

Scopes 1 & 2 
  Total emissions 4.4 tCO2e  
  Scope 1 & 2 Emissions per £ revenue 0.003 kgCO2e 
  Scope 1 & 2 Emissions per million $USD  25.8 tCO2e 
Scope 3 
  Total emissions 5.9 tCO2e 
  Scope 3 Emissions per garment 1.4 kgCO2e 
  Scope 3 Emissions per million $USD 35.2tCO2e 
All Emissions 
  Total emissions 10.3 tCO2e 
  Emissions per £ revenue 0.079 kgCO2e 
  Emissions per garment 2.4 kgCO2e 

 
Our climate positive approach 

We pride ourselves on being the first climate positive sportswear company.  We achieve this through 
offsetting all of our residual emissions, before planting a tree for every garment we sell. 

Offsetting 

We aim to reduce our emissions to the lowest amounts possible but we currently have residual emissions 
associated with everything we make.  Our approach is to offset these using UN Gold Standard accredited 
schemes. 

We have offset 100% of our scope 1, 2 & 3 emissions for 2021 using Atmosfair. Alongside this we have 
invested in tree planting schemes plus some offsetting through Greenstory, but these are in addition to 
the offsets made via Atmosfair. 

Partner Scheme Amount 
Atmosfair 
 

Deployment of efficient cookstoves for rural 
households in Rwanda – Carbon offset 

6.478 tCO2e 

 

  



Insetting 

Insetting is the approach where the emissions associated with our supply chain are tackled at source (e.g. 
through installing energy saving measures, or solar panels on a factory roof), or are offset in our supply 
chain communities.   We are not currently engaged in any insetting projects but are looking at options to 
do so. 

Tree planting 

For every garment we sell we are planting a tree via our partners at Eden Reforestation Projects.   These 
are displayed in the offsetting section above.    

Additionally we plant trees for newsletter signups and for activity on our Strava club (10,943 trees in 
2021).  For these we are choosing a mangrove restoration scheme in Madagascar.   Eden Projects state 
that “Madagascar is one of the world’s top biodiversity conservation priorities because of its endemic 
species and severe habitat loss rates”.  The restoration of mangroves is a great way of sequestering carbon, 
but also provides many other benefits; mangroves are a natural defence against coastal flooding; they 
stabilise the shoreline to reduce erosion; and, they provide important biodiversity benefits through acting 
as nurseries for fish and invertebrates where they are protected from larger predators. 

In total in 2021 we planted 14,609 trees. 

Over the next 12 months we will be working hard to get a more detailed understanding of the very best 
options to deliver our climate positive ambitions.  Tree planting instinctively feels like a good approach and 
we know it leads to a number of associated ecosystem services as additional benefits.  But is this the most 
effective use of our investment in this area to get the biggest bang for our buck?  We’ll keep you posted as 
we take this journey. 

 
Areas to reduce Emissions 

As part of our continual program to decarbonise our operations and manufacture we have identified a 
number of key areas of focus to try to reduce our emissions further. 

Scopes 1 & 2  

Emissions source Options Timescale 
We currently lease 2 offices (Bristol & Middlesbrough).  
Heating and power provisions are centralised so we have 
no control over the procurement.   Additionally, they are 
both relatively inefficient in terms of energy use 

Turn down thermostats in the 
offices (though no metering in 
our offices means this will not 
be possible to track effect) 

Immediate 

Move to leased/owned premises 
where we control the energy 
purchasing 

12-24 months 



A number of our staff work from home.  This is beneficial 
in reducing commuting miles, however not all staff are on 
green energy tariffs1.   

Everyone working from home to 
switch to renewable energy 
supplier where available 

Within 12 months 

 

Scope 3 

We already minimise the embodied emissions in our clothing through choosing 100% environmentally 
preferred materials in our clothing.   This is a relatively easy way to reduce scope 3 emissions significantly 
for any company not already doing this.  However, given this option is not available to us we have to 
consider other options to decarbonise our clothing 

 

Emissions source Options Timescale 
Shipping Embed a zero-express-shipping rule.  This may be 

challenging given global supply chain delays, and customer 
expectations on rapid shipping, but express shipping is far 
more carbon intensive.  We will need to consider how best 
to apply this for all customers (B2B and B2C) 

12-24 months 

Set up log of number of boxes, weight and shipment method 
from all factories 

Immediate 

Choose a net-zero shipping company Immediate 
Zero carbon last-mile delivery Within 12 months 

CMT factories, fabric 
mills & dyehouses 

Baseline energy sources in tier 1 (heat), 2 & 3 suppliers to 
understand potential to switch to renewable energy 

Immediate 

Encourage all Tier 2 & 3 suppliers to purchase green energy 
from the grid (already completed for tier 1) 

Within 12 months 

Switch to suppliers with own renewables  12-36 months 
Calculate emissions at point of manufacture instead of point 
of sale  

12-36 months 
 

Fabric dyeing Ensure greater visibility of dyeing/finishing in our supply 
chain 

Within 12 months 

Favour low energy dyeing techniques and choose mill 
partners on this basis 

0-60 months 

Re-prioritise fibre types  Review current environmentally preferred materials and 
reprioritise based on Higg Index, to consider potential to 
further reduce emissions per garment 

Immediate 

Favour fibres that 
sequester carbon in the 
production/ growing etc 

Investigate and trial new fibres (e.g. biobased synthetics, 
regeneratively farmed naturals, etc) to understand potential 
to sequester carbon in our clothing 

0-60 months 

 
1 Whilst this doesn’t physically reduce the emissions associated with their energy use (one unit of gas or 
electricity is still responsible for emissions as it comes from a mix of sources), it does help to accelerate 
“greening” of the grid and an overall lowering of grid emissions 



Design for longevity Design clothing to last, to avoid the need for new clothing.  
Difficult to quantify carbon reduction through this method 

Immediate 

Repair Repair customer garments to avoid the need for new 
clothing.  Difficult to quantify carbon reduction through this 
method 

Ongoing 

Low energy end of life 
options 
 

Continue innovation projects / partnerships to understand 
recyclability using the most efficient recycling techniques 

0 – 24 months 

Business travel – non 
company vehicles.   

Our combined company mileage is relatively low, although 
some individuals are disproportionately responsible for the 
bulk of emissions  
 
Plan face to face meetings in locations that allow for easier 
access via public transport 

Immediate 

Consider leasing EVs for high mileage employees.   Within 12 months 
Water usage 
 

Move to offices where we are in control of water monitoring 
and purchasing 

24+ months 
 

 

 

  



Annex 1 

Methodology 

We use the Operational Control method of calculating our emissions.  The figures provided in this report 
for our clothing are Cradle to Gate emissions.   
 
Our emissions calculations are based on the 80:20 rule.  As a rapidly growing company with many 
competing priorities for our resources we need to ensure we spend a commensurate amount of time on 
our emissions calculations to capture the bulk of the data, whilst not going to the nth degree to track down 
data that will make 0.1% of a difference to our total emissions. 

Our data 

Units of electricity / fuel / etc consumed are converted into CO2e figures via the Defra Conversion 
Factors for 20212 

Scope 1 

Data source Assumptions Accuracy Actions to improve 
Heat – remote workers Anthesis3 No Survey 

approach – 100% 
assumption based 

Low Run a trial on subsection of 
employees to determine difference 
in energy use between working 
from home and in the office, then 
compare to Anthesis 

 
Omissions: 

- Company vehicles.  We do not currently own any company vehicles 
- Fugitive emissions.  We have no refrigeration or air-conditioning units under our control 

Scope 2 

Data source Calc/Assumptions Accuracy Actions to improve 
Electricity – Bristol 
office 

[Office floorspace / 
building floorspace] * 
building electricity use 

Medium No potential to increase accuracy 
until we control electricity/heat 
purchasing 

Electricity – 
Middlesbrough office 

[Bristol kwh per sq ft * 
office floorspace} 

Low Lack of usage info from University, 
should be able to get usage from 
Boho building. Further accuracy not 
possible until we control 
electricity/heat purchasing 

 
2 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversion-factors-2021 



Electricity – remote 
workers 

Anthesis3 No Survey 
approach – 100% 
assumption based 

Low Run a trial on subsection of 
employees to determine difference 
in energy use between wfh and in 
the office, then compare to Anthesis 

Heat – Bristol office [Office floorspace / 
building floorspace] * 
building heat use 

Medium No potential to increase accuracy 
until we control electricity/heat 
purchasing 

Heat – Middlesbrough 
office 

[Bristol kwh per sq ft * 
office floorspace} 

Low Lack of usage info from University, 
should be able to get usage from 
Boho building. Further accuracy not 
possible until we control 
electricity/heat purchasing 

 
Omissions:  

We’re not aware of any omissions in Scope 2 

 

Scope 3  

Our Scope 3 clothing calculations are carried out by our partner Greenstory.  

Data source Calc/Assumptions Accuracy Actions to improve 
Clothing 
manufacturing - 
energy emissions 

Data provided by 
Greenstory based on 
material and supply 
chain information 
provided by Presca 

Medium Maintain accurate garment 
material/supply chain 
information is provided to 
Greenstory.  Replace 
assumptions with actuals 
where possible 

Shipping of clothing 
from factory to 
teamwear customers 

Assumed as same as 
factory to warehouse 
(Lithuania to Keighley, 
UK) 
93.4% via sea/land 
(Standard) and 6.6% 
air (Express) - Of any 
express orders, UK is 
the furthest distance 
so used this as a base 

Low Record actual shipping 
distances, methods (express 
v economy) and weights, 
plus number of boxes for 
teamwear customers  

Shipping of clothing 
from factory to 
distribution centre 

90% via sea/land 
(Standard) and 10% air 
(Express) factory to 

Low Record actual shipping 
distances, methods (express 

 
3 Anthesis_-Remote-Worker-Emissions-Methodology_Feb-2021.pdf (anthesisgroup.com) 



warehouse (Lithuania 
to Keighley, UK) 

v economy) and weights, 
plus number of boxes 

Business travel [Journey distance * 
conversion factor] for 
the relevant transport 
type 

High  

Fuel use – rented 
vehicles & employee 
vehicles 

Emissions based on 
mileage and standard 
conversion factors for 
appropriate vehicle 
type 

Medium Transition to actual litres of 
fuel use would give more 
accurate emissions 

Packaging Garment bags/mailer 
bags carbon offset by 
200% at supply level. 
[number of cardboard 
boxes x assumption of 
cardboard box weight  
x carbon footprint] 

Medium Quantify actual figures on 
cardboard box usage. 
 
Ensure cardboard boxes are 
minimum FSC approved. 

Grey mileage (staff 
commuting) 

[Days in office * 
emissions (based on 
vehicle type & avg 
mileage)] 
Conversion factors/ 
LNER 

High Continue monitoring 

Hotel stays Estimated based on 
Ireland figures on 
conversion factors as 
this is the most similar 
country available 
[Emissions * nights 
stayed] 

Medium Look for sustainable 
accommodation e.g. use 
booking.com “travel 
sustainable properties” 
filter. 
Build list of recommended 
hotels. 

Data use No visibility on 
companies data usage. 
Used avg of streaming 
HD content for 37.5 
hours a week on a 
laptop as an over 
estimation. Iea.org 

Low Implement data tracking 
software on work supplied 
laptops/phones 

Water use  Assuming 50 litres per 
person per day, as per 

Low We are not in control of 
waste or water use in either 
of our offices.  We will need 
to make assumptions about 



South Staffs Water4  
[50l * Days in office] 

water use until we control 
that within our offices. 

Waste - Bristol Not included within 
the current report due 
to lack of data 

- We have started monitoring 
waste produced in the 
Bristol office, which 
handles the majority of our 
business waste 

Waste – 
Middlesbrough 
 

Not included within 
the current report due 
to lack of data 
 

- 
 

Expected to be limited to 
staff personal waste 
produced (e.g. lunch 
waste).  Very little business 
waste created outside of 
the Bristol office  

Waste – Remote staff 

 

Omissions: 

- Shipments from our warehouse to our B2C customers are not included in the data above.   Our 
partner Greenstory have developed a dynamic shipping calculation which is used in our offset.  
Data from this will be included in future reports. 

- In use emissions.  A separate calculation is made by Greenstory to estimate in-use emissions for 
our garments.  Future iterations of this report will include the in-use emissions in the report. 

- Shipping other than COGS related shipments is not currently covered – e.g. moving samples 
between offices, shipment of office supplies, clothing for repair/return, etc.  Action: make 
assumptions around weight and distance per year to understand potential scope of the problem.   

- Other supply chain emissions are not covered as we do not have data for these.  For example, 
office supplies, emissions associate with filming/photography, etc.  We will identify the big 
buckets of additional supply chain emissions and calculate these for inclusion in the 2022 
emissions report.   

- Emissions from non-clothing products.  They currently make up a small fraction of our total 
emissions. 

- End of life treatment of our clothing is not currently included.  We assume an average life of a 
Presca garment of 5 years, as such the first end of life emissions calculation is required in the 
2022 report. We need data to verify this claim, and to quantify the end of life emissions. 

- Emissions are counted at point of sales, instead of point of manufacture.  Therefore there will 
always be a lag between actual emissions created through manufacture and recording of those 
emissions 

 

 
4 https://www.south-staffs-water.co.uk/media/1509/waterusebusiness.pdf 


